Bar Pinchas

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
you are better off without that little inacapable sweetheart of yours you raped her

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
you have been living in a world of sex and inmodesty I raped who?

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
A world u could only dream of

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
I never raped a woman in my life never

Sagi Shutrit
you raped daniella while giving her the drug and getting her pregnant is the score

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
even got an official letter by my ex that she apologized for the accusation you are sick

Sagi Shutrit
totally not

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
you know she will be prosecuted for this

Sagi Shutrit

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
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Sagi Shutrit

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit

Bar Pinchas

Sagi Shutrit
Bar Pinchas
you know she will be prosecuted for this
20 May

Sagi Shurit
u know I am well
no I dont know
20 May

Bar Pinchas
there is an official investigation
going on this subject
20 May

Sagi Shurit
did u rape her yes or not ?
20 May

Bar Pinchas
no
will send you the letter
20 May

Sagi Shurit
send it
20 May

Bar Pinchas
even her doctor wrote she emed
20 May

Sagi Shurit
I want to believe you but there are too many opinions going on outside about you
20 May

Bar Pinchas
all these opinions are traceable to one person: daniella
20 May

Sagi Shurit
I search in your fans last night and all time
Bar Pinchas

assuming she is totally right

Sagi Shurit
assuming she was speaking the truth
I don't know if she was

Bar Pinchas
Sagi.......
all the evidence can be given......
only if you ask for it
NEVER tell me I am wrong, I raped a woman, etc.

Sagi Shurit
okay enough about it, I don't really care

Bar Pinchas
I do......
as she accuses and accused me
I never raped a woman, never hit a woman
the only time I hit daniella was when she attacked me
simple
and as she masters the ninja fighting....there was a danger for me after
3 blows to my body
the 4 hit was for me
simple
Sagi Shurit

Bar Pinchas
Who also know about her accusations of me raping her?

Bar Pinchas
Sure or you know?

Sagi Shurit
I can name at least 2-3
Gabriel knows and believes her and probably she told Rika and maud which is another lost gicyur case in its own

Bar Pinchas
Gabriel who?

Sagi Shurit
I only know for sure that Gabriel thinks so because she said it to me so what the next step you got a plan? most of the men are at your side

Bar Pinchas
Most men? Philip not, her BF not